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Ii Book Reviews 
ill'l I 
re, American Building Art-The Twentieth Century by Carl W. Condit. New York: 
I' Oxford University Press. 1961. Pp. xvii + 427; 134 illus. $15. ~~ The competent scholar who tries to translate the recent history of any ) ,I significant field of scientific technology for the benefit of the general reader '.') deserves a certain sympathetic attention. Laying it on the line for those who may fi: be primarily concerned with the cultural implications of his subject is not an 
I -I easy task, especially when he is attempting to bridge the gulf which lies between 
~,j , the fine art of architecture on the one hand, and one of its basic constituents, 
," the science of structural mechanics on the other. Furthermore, while the separa-
.1 tion that exists between architecture and engineering is a world-wide phenomenon, 
ttl characteristic of our age, it is nowhere quite so deep nor so wide as in America; 
:p > here the schism has, until recently, confounded the poets and philosophers of 
building design and misdirected much of our material resources and our creative 
1, energies. 
The author of this pioneering work is an associate professor of English in the 
5a' General Studies Program at Northwestern University where his chief course is 
151 History of Science. In 1952 Condit published The Rise of the Skyscraper and 
W in 1960, the first volume of American Building Art, dealing exclusively with the 
d~1 nineteenth century. His previous research has given him an insight intO the 
. design processes of both the engineering and architectural professions, a view-
I, ' point he needs to trace the independent history of building techniques against 
10 the background of social and economic changes from around 1900 to the 1950'5. 
hj Condit's second volume, the subject of this review, depends heavily on the first, 
:it i since most of the innovations in basic forms occurred during the previous 
sa century. He picks up the format and the narrative of his earlier work, treating 
the economic need, the structural problem, invention when it occurred, and the 
de application in basic structural types. The first nine chapters describe specific 
! examples in chronological order within each of the following categories: steel 
frames (from skyscrapers to geodesic domes); railway terminals as structural 
complexes; steel truss and girder bridges; steel arch bridges; suspension bridges; 
concrete building construction (including shells and prestressed forms); concrete 
bridges; dams; and metropolitan parkways. 
lie 
ut 
'tem' i Condit states that his problem as historian was not finding, but rather selecting 
the most significant source material. Considering the elastic nature of his criteria, ot~') many interested readers naturally will question his selection; it could hardly be 
(6S!~ otherwise. For example, some architectural historians, including this reviewer, 
will applaud his lifting the Woolworth Tower 1911-13, from its eclectic obscurity, 
r Sf but will wonder' why he emphasized the retarditive Chicago Tribune Tower 
Je~ 1923-25, with its prominent structural "falsies," and neglected even to mention 
earn the forward-looking Philadelphia Savings Fund Society Building 1929-32, whose 
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formal expression of structure gives it high rank, if not topmost among skyscrapers 
in the first half of the centnry. 
Sympathetic understanding for Condit as a trail blazer may be needed to sustain 
the nontechnical reader through nine chapters of what, at times, seems more like 
an engineering reference book than a narrative of American building art. The 
illustrations are conveniently placed in relation to the text; the bibliography and 
index are adequate and useful. But the inclusion of an appendix, in addition to 
the foamotes, would have helped reduce to a minimum the quantitative figures 
within the text, and thus have permitted the retention there of many pertinent 
comments as well as the six photos which one may be lucky to find tucked away 
in the eighty-five pages of notes. 
Nevertheless, Condit tells very well the many-faceted, structural story of such 
notable and fast disappearing landmarks as the Pennsylvania and Grand Central 
Stations in New York City, along with that of more recent buildings designed by 
Frank Lloyd Wright, Mies Van der Rohe, and other contemporary architects. 
Within the context of steel and concrete architecture he presents an impressive 
survey of bridges, dams, and expressways. As an extension of their structural 
and functional analysis, he explains why certain of these examples of engineering 
are more aesthetically successful than others, suggesting how their forms tend to 
merge with consciously designed works of art. Most importandy, he reminds 
his reader of the conservatism prevalent during the present century in the 
architecture and engineering of this country: 
... where the volume and importance of invention continue to lag well 
behind that of Europe and-surprisingly enough-Latin America .•.• The 
social character of the United States still tends to be unconducive to 
original speculation and experiment. The spirit of innovation among its 
architects and engineers, with few notable exceptions, has been curbed 
by corporate economic institutions which tend strongly to resist change. 
This embarrassing fact may explain, among other things, why our schools of 
architecture depend so heavily on foreign trained professionals. 
Perhaps as dessert, the final Chapter Ten offers the general reader a pungent 
critique on the befuddled state of architecture at mid-century: "Our architecture 
expresses the confused, often contradictory, highly mechanized and fragmentary 
character of our age ...• " Condit examines the various possibilities open to the 
architect, confronted, as he seems now to be, by an antithetical philosophical 
spectrum in the schools of contemporary thought C" radical empiricism, instru~ 
mentalism, and existentialism ") on the one hand, and by a highly mathematicized 
science and money-motivated clients on the other: 
The shallow and lifeless commercialism that now disfigures every city 
consists of rectangular blocks clothed in curtain walls usually of glass 
and aluminum ... far less interesting than bridges and dams, but they 
are tolerated and even applauded because of our confused ideas about 
technical and aesthetic form. They are a perfect statement of a mass 
culture which has steadily debased man before things .... They remind 
us of Faulkner's characterization of Popeye in Sanctuary: "He had the 
vicious depthlessness of stamped tin." 
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One gets the impression that, in spite of his deep concern with structures, the 
author is a humanist at heart, for he warns against those who would settle for 
an architecture that is merely the celebration of technique but without intrinsic 
, character" as the symbolic image of a cosmos," which, he reminds us, has always I been the hallmark of great architecture. Washington University BUFORD PICKENS 
I 
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I' 
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Medieval English: An Old English and Middle English Anthology by Rolf 
Kaiser. Berlin-Wilmersdorf: Rolf Kaiser, 1961. Pp. xxix+ 592; 24 plates. 
$6.75. 
Professor Kaiser has assembled such a remarkably full sampling of Old and 
Middle English texts that it is possible for students to explore the riches of 
early English literature in one volume. This is not one of those pedestrian 
anthologies, of which one sees far too many, which is content with the old tried 
and true favorites, never straying far from the beaten path. On the other hand, 
the editor has not slighted the central classics in favor of little knoVlIl and 
unimportant works. It is all here: lyric, chronicle, drama, devotion, everything 
is represented. It is truly an embarras des richesses. In view of the exhaustive 
range of the selections offered in one modestly priced volume, it will perhaps 
seem ungrateful to mention that Professor Kaiser's anthology is in rather fine 
print, which may weary the eye. Many of the margins are generous, however, 
and the photo-facsimiles of manuscript pages seem almost too much to hope 
for in such a comparatively inexpensive book. The omission of Chaucer seems 
sensible, as his works are so readily available. The fact that the editor has brought 
his anthology out with English headings and titles leads us, to hope that his 
forthcoming accompanying glossary volume will also be in English; with this 
added tool, we shall surely have more than enough material for undergraduate 
and advanced courses in the literature of medieval England. 
ROBERT DIAMOND 
fVayne State University 
The Herculean Hero in Marlowe, Chapman, Shakespeare and Dryden by Eugene 
M. Waith. New York: Columbia University Press, 1962. Pp. 224; 4 photo-
graphic plates. $5.00. 
Probably the leading trend in Renaissance studies of the last half century has 
been to emphasize continuity with the i\1iddle Ages, the stress being upon a 
Christian humanism as central to Renaissance ideology and upon the didactic, 
allegorical tradition of the morality playas an essential feature of Elizabethan 
and Jacobean drama. The present volume, learned and skillfully written, places 
its emphasis rather upon the classical heritage of English drama from Marlowe 
through Dryden, and in reasserting the importance of this heritage it makes an 
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imponant contribution and is likely to have much influence. Waith is interested 
in the survival in Marlowe's Tamburlaine, Chapman's Bussy D'Ambois, Shake~ 
speare's Antony and Cleopatra and Coriolanus, and Dryden's Conquest of Granada, 
Aureng-zebe, and All for Love of the myth of Hercules, the demi-god hero of 
such strength, courage, and power that he excites wonder and admiration, whose 
acts, although sometimes morally reprehensible in ordinary human terms, cannot 
be judged by ordinary human standards, his godlike features placing him outside 
morality. When such a figure is a tragic hero, tragedy consists in our sense of 
the loss of such heroic virtue through the corruption of the world in which it 
exists, never in the insufficiency or moral error of the tragic hero himself. 
That the concept of Hercules exercised a powerful hold upon the Renaissance 
imagination and is a constant motif in Renaissance art, Waith is able to demonstrate 
with considerable learning, and he is able to throw much light upon the plays 
with which he is concerned by viewing their heroes within this frame of refer-
ence. He is able to effectively refute such notions as that which would see 
Tamburlaine as a blasphemous tyrant to be punished by God for his sins, or 
Bussy D'Ambois as a lecherous braggart who destroys himself by his own 
excesses. The heroic magnanimous nature of both these heroes is firmly established. 
Waith is sometimes disappointing when his emphasis upon the heroic qualities 
of drama causes him to slight the problems of the tragic mode. He is best when 
dealing with the relatively simple conceptions of Tamburlaine and the Dryden 
plays, but Bussy D'Ambois is not so much a heroic playas it is a tragedy by 
one of England's most thoughtful and didactic writers, and the relation of the 
Herculean Bussy to the world which destroys him might have been more fully 
explored than it is. It is not enough to say that he is murdered because he refuses 
to heed the Friar's warning and to surrender entirely to the powers of darkness 
and the occult. 
This weakness is most notable in the chapter on Shakespeare, for here Waith's 
concern with the heroic qualities of Antony and Coriolanus causes him never 
adequately to face the problems of the meaning of these supermen within the 
complexes of action of which they are but parts. The parallel between Hercules 
and Antony in the strength, magnanimity, courage, and anger of Shakespeare's 
hero are obvious; but we need to know why Shakespeare endowed his hero 
with these qualities, how they are related to the lust, profligacy, and derilection 
of duty by which the Herculean image is somewhat sullied, and what the play 
in its totality has to say about the relation of mankind to the forces of evil in 
the world. Many readers will find it difficult to be so satisfied as is Waith 
with a view of the power of Shakespearean tragedy as resting merely in its 
ability to evoke wonder and admiration. 
When Waith writes of Coriolanus that "his superhuman bearing and his 
opposition to Rome and the two most important facts about him" (p. 1'22), one 
wonders about his pride and his alienation from humanity. Waith does well to 
establish the noble, heroic nature of Coriolanus and to answer those critics who 
would see him as an adolescent "mamma's boy" or a fiendish tyrant; but it 
is difficult to see the playas merely a series of contrasts, each one designed to 
illustrate the uncompromising virtue of a Herculean superman. One cannot 
ignore the important political considerations in the play. When Waith writes 
of Coriolanus that "the wielding of political power does not in itself interest 
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him, nor is it necessary to him as an expression of authority" (p. 129), one 
wonders why, this being so, he should have sought such power, and what Shake4 ]~ speare has to say in this play about that subject with which he struggled through-~ out his career, the relation of the ruler to the ruled. If, as Waith writes, "Shake-
speare makes it clear that his first allegiance is always to his personal honor" 
1" (p. 131), which we cannot deny of Coriolanus, we face the great problem of the 
meaning of tIue honor, which is a crucial issue in the play and which a view 
of the hero as a thoroughly admirable superman does little to explore. Nor will 
it do to see Volumnia merely as an instrument of Roman policy and the salva-
tion of Rome as a triumph of policy. The demands of nature, a crucial motif 
in the play, as Waith is well aware, are far too lightly dismissed. While Waith, 
in short, is able to convince us of much we must not believe about Antony and 
Cleopatra and Coriolanus by demonstrating the Herculean features of Shake-
speare's heroes, he is not able to supply a meaningful estimate of the value of 
either playas tragedy. He does not claim that the Herculean hero is a typical 
tragic protagonist-he stresses him rather as something unique-and he is aware 
that such a hero bears little relation to a Hamlet or a Lear, but he does not 
make us aware of any larger frame of reference in which Antony and Cleopatra 
and Coriolanus as well as Lear and Hamlet are included. 
Nevertheless this is a book which accomplishes much. If in his pursuit of the 
Herculean hero Waith tends to oversimplify the greater works of tragedy, he 
is able also to illuminate aspects of them which long have been neglected. No 
one of his chapters is lacking in brilliant and original perceptions, although it 
is primarily for restoring an important perspective in English drama that his 
volume deserves our gratitude. 
IRVING RIBNER 
Tulane University 
The Visionary Company: A Reading of English Romantic Poetry by Harold 
Bloom. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Company, 1961. Pp. x + 460. 
$4.50. 
Professor Bloom has written a brilliant study of his six visionaries, Blake, Words-
worth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats. All of these except Byron are 
examined in their efforts to redeem life from its imperfections by the visions and 
apocalypses of their ovm imaginations. Byron, a special case, accomplished in 
his early and middle poetry only a dramatic intensification of his woes, and his 
Don Juan is here viewed as expressing merely a disillusioned tolerance rather 
than humanistic faith. In the general introduction, written with considerable 
detachment, the author admits that he himself in the twentieth century cannot 
find full satisfaction in any of the redemptive modes of Romantic imagining; 
but he greatly admires the poets' titanic efforts to create something new to 
replace a religious tradition which he regards as quite dead. In the chapters 
which follow, Mr. Bloom usually gives himself whole-heartedly to each poet in 
succession, or at least to those aspects of the poet which appeal to him most 
strongly. 
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The chapters in the body of the work comprise separate explications of most 
of the important poems of each poet. These are often superb, among the very 
best we have, combining as they do close reading with imagination and sympathy. 
Particularly tine are comments on Blake's Songs, on several parts of The Prelude 
(including the visionary scenes in the Alps and on top of Snowdon), on much of 
Prometheus Unbound, and on Keats's Eve of St. Agnes, Ode to Psyche, and 
The Fall of Hypedon. Elsewhere, though a reader may often deem the explica-
tions seriously off center, he will still know that his own perceptions have been 
sharpened. 
One of Mr. Bloom's greatest abilities, already evidenced in his Shelley's Myth-
Making, is his ready apprehension of analogies. Any expositor is, likely to use 
Blake's categories of innocence and experience when expounding the shifts 
within the other Romantic poets, but in this study all of Blake's regions and 
"giant forms" are used for this purpose-a little too frequently. Similarly, 
analogies of other Romantics one to another are noted at every tum, and likewise 
their known opinions of each other's works and the cases of probable direct 
inJIuence. The book is especially good here, except in the discussion of Words-
worth's Ode and Coleridge's.Dejection. In addition, similarities are noted between 
the Romantics and Collins, Bunyan, Milton, Spenser, and Dante, and even Ezekiel, 
Isaiah, and the Book of Job. Fuller and even more frequent are the analogies 
forward to our own time, to Yeats and Wallace Stevens, visionaries who would 
redeem life by creating the Byzantine eternities of art and "the ultimate elegance, 
the imagined land." These many asides may clog the narrative and in the space 
available they may be too little qualified, but those who will may make rich 
use of them; they exhibit a notable faculty, lacking in some critics wholly 
absorbed in the particular, to detect generic resemblances amid a wide variety 
of species. The many resemblances to the moderns, paralleling in part those 
cited in Richard Foster's The New Romantics, cry out for further, more dis--
criminating study. Unfortunately, some of the cross-allusions Mr. Bloom makes 
simply by incorporating into his own sentences on ooe poet, without quotation 
marks or footnotes, phrases from the works of another. This select and flattering 
style of writing will not help those who have read less widely or remembered 
less well. 
The chief weakness of this remarkable study is a cenain onesidedness; it has 
not the variety of the materials it considers. Admittedly a critic may help us 
most by stressing principally those aspects of his subject which to him appear 
most meaningful, in this instance those that are farthest removed from Platonism 
and religious orthodoxy. But for a man deeply immersed in the work of Blake, 
fond of the word dialectic and of speaking of the "interaction of contraries," 
Mr. Bloom is sometimes a little neglectful of the goings back and forth within 
the poetry he is commenting upon. He cites, for instance, a striking passage 
from The Borderers on suffering and notes the fact, not always appreciated, 
that Michael is essentially a study in suffering, and then he goes on to speak 
of the artistic fruitfulness of Wordsworth's delusory myth of the benevolence 
of nature; but no very explicit or emphatic connection is made. It was not 
simply the myth of nature's benevolence which gave rise to the poetry of the 
great years, but rather the tension of contraries, between the sense of suffering 
and the sense of cosmic benevolence. One difficulty is Mr. Bloom's deep distaste 
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for the "literal immortality)) of religion; he is reluctant to follow closely poets 
whom he admires when their imaginings tend too far in this direction. Keats, 
for example, like Wordsworth of the great decade, is classified as a naturalist, 
) and hence full justice is never done to that inner" feud" which brings Endymion 
in near despair to the Cave of Quietude; the Goddess with whom the hero is 
finally transported is doubtless a projection of his own mind, but that she might 
also be more than just a projection was to Keats not a wholly dead option. 
The famous letter to Bailey is cited, but not the sentence about the possibility 
of waking into an after-life and finding that the most delightful imaginings of 
ellis life have come truc. Nor is there any note of the agonizing cry, so personal 
that one hesitates to quote it, when in one of the late letters Keats's splendid 
fortitude momentarily breaks down and he exclaims that there must be another 
life, that we will wake and find that this one was only a dream. If Keats had 
strongly believed in an after-life, or if on the other hand he had been able to 
hold for long that naturalistic sense of some "remedy within the pale of this 
world" which he often strove for, his poetry could not have been written 
in anything like its present form or with such passionate intensity or such 
oscillations of mood; once again the secret source of art was an inner tension. 
There is no attempt to portray Shelley as a mere naturalist, but here again the 
full range of the poet's consciousness is sometimes obscured. The discussion of 
Adonais notes the humanist's uncertainty in the line, "He wakes or sleeps with 
the enduring dead"; but it does not make fully clear that these words come at 
the precise dialectical turning point of the poem, between despair and hope, 
and that one of the alternatives, to Shelley the less desirable one, is forcefully 
cancelled by the phrases that follow: "he does not sleep," and "He wakes, 
he wakes." Shelley never disguised his uncertainty upon this point, but it was 
part of his whole theory of poetry that imagination, when responding fully 
to the Spirit of Beauty, could momentarily raise us from doubt to the very 
brightest hope. When Shelley came across Wordsworth's expression of the 
young revolutionist's belief that if men miss happiness in this world they miss 
it altogether, he was horrified. Pardy naturalistic interpretations of Words-
worth's own Immortality Ode have been attempted before, by Lionel Trilling 
for instance, but l\1r. Bloom's explication may long remain supreme in this kind. 
The union with God from which we come trailing clouds of glory and to which 
we will supposedly return is not a superhuman condition of greater, more 
intuitive lmowing, but a sub-human condition of not Imowing at all and of being 
undifferentiated by self-consciousness from the eternal rocks and stones of nature. 
Here, as in the cases of Keats and Shelley, the explication ignores the Romantic 
paradox that this life might be a sleep or dream. But Wordsworth was ad-
mittedly fond of such terms as Eternal Silence, and thus even here in this most 
radical departure from a poet's conscious meaning, the author's commentary 
points to a significant element of truth: there is a point of quiet at which Words-
worth's naturalism and his supernaturalism meet. 
Mr. Bloom notes that in The Triumph of Life and The Fall of Hyperion 
Shelley and Keats are desperately seeking to solve the "crisis of subjectivity." 
Here as elsewhere the reader is assumed to be very lmowledgeable, to be able 
to appreciate the wide and deep pertinence of the brief statement. Once again 
one wishes for a fuller, more patient exposition. But a fuller treatment would 
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involve facing more directly and critically the whole question of that" autonomy I 
of imagination" to w:hich the author is profoundly committed. The truth is! 
as this book recognizes only fitfully and. incidentally, the Romantics were usually 
too traditional to want more than a semi-autonomy. In the words of the tide 
and recent scholarly masterpiece (to whose author, M. H. Abrams, this book is . 
dedicated), the Romantic poet might regard his mind as a "lamp," but he 
still hoped it was something of a H mirror," able to catch such brief ffickers of the 
One True Light as occasionally reach men in the dense undergrove of this world. 
The author is acute and sometimes witty in pointing out inconsistencies in 
the orthodox tradition, but-like the rest of us-he sometimes glosses over those 
in his own heroes. One may go a long way with Blake in recognizing the dis-
advantages in simply accepting passively a ready-made system of thought, and 
yet one may smile at the close conjunction of two passages which are cited from 
Blake one shortly after the other: two lines of aggressive, impatient egotism, 
I must Create a System, or be enslaved to another man's. 
I will not Reason & Compare: my business is to Create, 
and then another passage, Blake's "clairvoyant moment of humanist affirmation," 
about putting off his own" self-hood " in the interests of "Friendship & Brother-
hood." But then Mr. Bloom is something of a Blakean Romantic himself: he 
cites a few critics with whom he sympathizes, but instead of "reasoning and 
comparing" with the others he grandly ignores them, as well as those anti· 
pathetic aspects of the poets to which they may call attention. If he had not 
adopted this procedure his book might have been less exuberant, and exuberance 
was for Blake the supreme virtue of art. Even in criticism it is not unattractive, 
JAMES BENZIGER 
Southern Illinois University 
Modigliani the Sculptor by Alfred Werner. New York: Arts, Inc., 1962. Pp. 
xxxii + 87; 89 plates. $15.00. 
Amedeo Modigliani-the name conjures up the best in the Romantic tradition 
of the artist's life, of la vie de boheme: the sickly, darling son of a devoted mother, 
his blood deepened with the tragedy of his Judeo-Italian heritage; the expatriate 
haunting Montparnasse and Montmartre, drunkenly reciting Dante, Carducci, 
and d'Annunzio in the caves and bistros; the impoverished youth affecting 
corduroy jacket and flowing scarf, indulging his appetite for women, drink, and 
drugs; the unstable personality swinging from gentle kindness to black rage; 
the painter-sculptor who drove himself, in fits of self-exultation, to rich creations 
and to self destruction; the tubercular, dead of the artist's disease at thirty-six, 
whose compelling charm reached out from his day-old grave to draw his mistress 
to suicide. Fact embroidered into the mythopoeic? Of course. But these sensaR 
tional revelations of the artist's life have always been more intriguing than his 
art work, in this case sober, delicate, sensitive, precise paintings and sculpture, 
It is indicative of the caliber of Alfred Werner's introductory essay that, while 
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li.l ~' such romantic gossip is noted, it is not used as a basis for explaining the work 
of the artist. 
, Had he lived, Modigliani would today be one of the Old Men of Modern 
l' Art, one of the sages, along with Picasso, Braque, and Chagall, who were the 
explosive forces in the first decades of the twentieth century. But, as happened. 
I 'I his truncated career has left behind a series of magic portraits on canvas and 
in stone, some frankly sensual odalisques, and some drawings executed in a 
sparse, sometimes mechanical style-and that is all. Left behind is a tragic legend, 
but no school, no followers, no Modiglianesques to carryon and develop the 
Italian's style. This catalog of sculpture clearly demonstrates why Modigliani 
,I' did not found a movement as did his fellow demi-gods of Montpamasse and 
Montmartre. Unlike Picasso the painter and Brancusi the sculptor (also expatri-
ates, one from Spain, the other from Roumania, both friends of Modigliani), 
he did not begin a revolution in style which could be developed and matured. 
Rather, Modigliani's highly personalized manner was invented and fully ripened 
at the same time; Athena-like, it seems to have sprung full-born. For this reason 
it is almost impossible to arrange the sculpture in chronological order. The 
elongated heads, swan-like necks, almond eyes, and button lips could not be 
refined further without becoming mannered and precious. The drawings illus-
trated in this volume show how close, how dangerously close Modigliani carne 
to vapid mannerism. In this sense, he had no future unless he would have com-
pletely changed his style, as he had done once before in his brief career. He 
had worked out all the nuances and possibilities of portraiture within his self-
imposed limited format. For this reason his work has been likened to Byzantine 
art, which has a history of several centuries with minor changes in style but no 
significant development, and to Sienese painting, which clung to a Medieval 
asceticism while Florentine and Roman artists were creating the Renaissance 
mode. Modigliani was almost untouched by the drastic innovations of his 
fellow Cubists, and he refused to join his aggressive Italian compatriots in the 
Futurist movement. 
We can, of course, only speculate on the direction his sculpture might have 
taken had he lived. But it is doubtful that he would have moved into the camp 
of pure form, the non-objectivism of Brancusi, because his Italianate love of 
sensuous human form and his involvement in the expressiveness of the human 
face were an essential part of his artistic make-up. Hence, while there is no 
question but that Mrican sculpture provided him with a mode of organizing 
sculptural form, his esthetic antecedents lie elsewhere. He adopted and adapted 
the distortions, rigidity, hieratic compositions, and planar forms of Negro art; 
"'I but he was a sophisticated, twentieth century European, and so he completely 
l~1 ignored the magical content and iconic expression of the Mrican tribal masks ] and ancestor portraits. The more obvious associations are with the elegant, aloof 
y~ figures of Botticelli, and the Medieval, decorative style of Siena in the fourteenth is~' and fifteenth centuries. Twentieth-century art was to follow a far different road, 
ieq however; Modigliani took a curious, lonely by-way. 
This book is a good example of the modern "picture book" output by 
publishing houses. Here the publisher has collected photographs of the extant 
sculpture of Modigliani (some has disappeared without trace, other pieces were 
destroyed by the artist) to form the first publication that treats the artist as 
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sculptor only. Although he considered himself at heart a sculptor, Modigliani's 
popnlar reputation is as a painter, and, unfortunately, his notoriety as a painter 
is caused by some of his reclining nudes that are frankly aware of their luxurious 
nakedness. Probably this complete publication of his sculpture will not change 
public opinion. For all its merits, his scnlpture lacks the warmth and sense of 
inner illumination that are projected by his canvases. Compared to, say, the 
moving portraits of his devoted companion, Jeanne Hebuterne, who bore him 
a daughter, the scnlpture is cold and impassive. 
Alfred Wemer, a well-known and respected commentator on the arts, provides 
in the introductory essay aJ succinct, well-balanced, and lucid biographical sketch 
with a discnssion of the artist's esthetic. He opeus up some new arguments by 
presenting, for example, a good case for placing Modigliani in the camp of 
Expressionism. He has a scholarly modesty that comes with experience aod 
knowledge: he declines the temptation to invent an answer to every question 
posed by the artist's life and work. 
The volume is intended, in the tradition of U picture books," for the layman 
in the arts, albeit for the afRuent layman who will not flinch at the price. The 
book does not pretend to be a definitive, documentary catalog, a source-book 
for the historian; it has the more important task of presenting the art work 
rather than the history of art. Hence, it is probably not of too great importance 
that the abbreviated data on the sculpture shows some omissions. For example, 
a stone head (# 41) listed as .. ownership unknown" is surely the one in the 
Joseph H. Hirshhom Collection (published by the Guggenheim Museum, number 
307). Some of the photographs are excellent, all reproduced in large format, in 
spite of the dull, grannlar surface of the limestone that Modigliani favored, 
probably for financial reasous. Limestone carving does not lend itself well 
to photographing because of its lackluster, opaque surface, which does not pick 
up the shadows that provide a sense of transition and modeling. Some of the 
photographs reproduced are old and soffer from graininess in the enlargemeots, 
and from a slighdy fuzzy focus. The use of a dead black background for the 
sculpture, which is popular in the printing of sculpture because it provides a 
contrast effect, seems to me to be quite unfortunate most of the time. It produces 
an overly dramatic quality and general sepulchral atmosphere; one feels as if he 
were looking at the sculpture by match-light in the inner recesses of a tomb. 
Several of the plates use a pearl-grey background; their quality proves that the 
confining black background is unnecessary. 
In general, the book serves to re-impress the reader with two important facts. 
First there is Modigliani's warm sensitivity, his responsiveness to human personality 
that invades his attenuated heads. His sculpture has a feeling of humanity and 
compassion that is neither sweet nor maudlin .. Second, the sculpture is a constant 
reminder that an artist's work does not necessarily mirror the artist's life, nor 
is the artist's behavior the touchstone for interpreting his art. Vincent van Gogh's. 
psychotic condition is immaterial to an evaluation of his painting; Utrillo's 
alcoholism never touches his bright, clean, orderly city scenes; Modiglisni's 
hashish intoxication never affects his precise control of sculptural form. 
BERNARD GoLDMAN 
Wayne State University 
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Metaphor in Hopkins by Robert Boyle, S. J. Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1960. Pp. xxiv + 231. $6.00. 
ill this major contribution to Hopkins criticism, Father Boyle, Professor of 
I English at Regis College, centers his attention on an image in each of eight of 
Hopkins' mature poems. Through intensive, learned, and sensitive analysis of 
each of the images, Father Boyle sheds light not only on the eight poems but 
also on the whole Hopkins canon. The book is vastly illuminating and clearly 
I destined to become compulsory reading for all students of Hopkins. 
The eight poems are "The Wreck of the Deutschland," Poems, No. 28; 
U God's Grandeur," Poems, No. 31; "The Blessed Virgin compared to the Air 
we Breathe," Poems, No. 60; "The Windhover: To Christ our Lord," Poems, 
No. 36; II Peace," Poems, No. 46; "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves," Poems, No. 62; 
"My own heart ... ," Poems, No. 71; and" Ribblesdale," Poems, No. 58. 
By the term "imagery" Father Boyle refers "exclusively to metaphor and 
simile." In the course of the book and particularly in the last chapter, he draws 
significant distinctions between the two. His initial definition of an image is 
"the comparison of two unlike objects on the basis of a likeness in each one" 
(p. xii). Almost immediately, however, he points out that" metaphor, which is 
far more a specifically poetic proposition than is simile, states identity rather 
than comparison." 
The fullest exposition of Father Boyle's conception of metaphor appears in 
the last chapter: 
I hold that every metaphor can be reduced to three terms: the noun 
which is the subject of the predication, the "is" which expresses the 
act of existence of that subject, and the predicate-noun which is made 
to share in the existence of the subject .... There is a fusion in metaphor 
which is quite different from the comparison (therefore. the lack of 
fusion) in simile. (p. 180) 
~l The predicate-noun in a metaphor has no real existence of its own; it is the ~ result of the poet's penetration into the real existence-the essence-of the meta-
:i phor's noun. Father Boyle sees metaphor as the most significant product of the 
I:·, poet's creative imagination; it is the vehicle through which the poet gives being 
1
0 to his deepest perception of reality. 
To his analyses of the eight Hopkins images, Father Boyle brings not only 
I the expected sensitivity to poetry and the understanding of its modes of operation, I, but also the theologian's perception of the divine order paralleling Hopkins' own. The analyses are so closely reasoned, so tightly constructed, so learned in theology 
and poetics, that to attempt to summarize even one of them would be destructive 
~ rather than illuminating. Suffice it to say that each analysis leaves the reader 
I, with a much enriched perception of the image under consideration and of the 
whole poem of which the image is a part. Taken together, the eight analyses 
form a commentary on all of Hopkins' poetry and on Hopkins himself. In 
addition, no little part of the value of the analyses is Father Boyle's treatment 
of rhythm and sound as integral parts of the metaphorical structure of Hopkins' 
poems. 
The Hopkins who emerges from the pages of Father Boyle's book is a most 
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interesting and moving figure. The reader cannot but respond to the intensity 
of concern Hopkins felt about matters of the spirit and the seriousness with which 
he took his own creative genius. His dedication to a way of life and his power 
to fuse all parts of that life-and most particularly the writing of poetry-into 
a meaningful whole are impressive indeed. Hopkins' external struggle for JUSt 
the right word (sometimes for a word of his own creation) in just the right 
place, for just the right movement, for just the right sound, is evident again and 
again in his letters and journals, from which Father Boyle quotes liberally. 
Professors of English could do worse than send their students to the Hopkins 
letters and journals for evidence of the poet's awareness of just what he is 
doing when he is writing a poem! 
In his final chapter, Father Boyle takes to task those critics of Hopkins who 
fail to take into account Hopkins' Catholic world-view or fail to understand it 
or "tend to furnish him with one drawn not from the text of his poems or other 
writings, but from what they think a Catholic world-view is" (p. 192). As a 
result of his examination of Hopkins' writings, Father Boyle is able to conclude 
that "the life-giving power of divine life as it pours from the Heart of Christ, 
the ultimate significance of the Incarnation, is the basic key to all of Hopkins' 
mature work ... " (p. 195). And again, "it is the Catholic interpretation of the 
Mystical Body of Christ which most profoundly explicates the depths of Hopkins' 
words and predications and rhythms" (p. 196). 
!I 
It follows, then, that "the critic of Hopkins, as of Dante, must certainly aim 
at an understanding of the theological views which so deeply formed the imagery 
of those poets if he is to understand what those images are expressing, the spiritual 
realities that those images flow from, express, and symbolize" (p. 202). To the 
development of the needed understanding, Father Boyle's book makes a major I 
contribution. 
JAMES R. KREuZER 
Queens College of The City University of New York 
The Novels of Henry James by Oscar Cargill. New York: The Macmillan Co., 
1961. Pp. xviii + 505. $7.95. 
The Ordeal of Consciousness in Henry James by Dorothea Krook. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1962. Pp. xiii + 422. $8.50. 
These two volumes are welcome additions to the shelf of James srudiesj and 
while they differ in scope and intent, they share the virtue of increasing our 
appreciation of Henry James. Mr. Cargill's book fulfills the promise of its 
Preface-j, to bring together the best that has been said and written about I 
[James's] major fiction" (xi). The book devotes a chapter to each of James's ' 
novels and one to his contribution to The Whole F amily-rwenty-rwo chapters 
in all-and provides abundant notes to each chapter. Mr. Cargill has divided the 
book into five sections, grouping the novels chronologically according to the 
usually recognized periods of James's career. Each chapter follows roughly 
the same pattern: the inspiration or "germ" of the novel-an anecdote James 
has been told, or some piece of his personal experience; "sources" and influences 
-
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which affected the development of the original idea; history of publication-
I its serialization, various editions, revisions, etc.; sometimes a rehearsal of the 
plotj and finally a rather exhaustive account of its critical reception. This last 
is a good deal more than a generously annotated critical bibliography; Mr. 
Cargill underlines the particular critical problems that have emerged, defines 
the various "approaches" the work has provoked, and at last adds his own 
" accent" where he feels it ought properly to fall. 
Not only has Mr. Cargill brought together the fruits of many scholars' research; 
he has in several instances made valuable contributions of his own to the matter 
of sources and influence-especially from French literature and the work of 
Ibsen. Sometimes, however, his speculations about possible sources are less than 
satisfactory: he suggests that The Wings of the Dove" is a Wagnerian opera, 
another composition on the Liebestod theme" (338), and is indebted to the 
Tristan story. In pursuit of this notion he permits himself such unfortunate 
statements as the following (on the related tale" Georgina's Reasons"): "Mildred 
Theory's brother's name 'Percival,' as that of one of the knights in Arthurian 
legend, should have suggested the name for Kate [Croy)'s father, save that, 
as one of the purer knights of Arthur's table, Percival would not do, and James 
substituted Lionel, which sounds like an Arthurian name but is not" (348). 
When the book departs from factual data to add its own accent to critical 
interpretation the results are sometimes unhappy-the sources are consulted too 
freely to explain the work, and James's notes are given greater authority than 
the finished novel; the riches of fact, in short, are sometimes a peculiar em-
barrassment. Apart from this wealmess, the book generally pursues its task very 
well indeed. 
Mr. Cargill has performed an Herculean labor in combing the published 
(and unpublished) scholarship and criticism and culling for us usually the most 
pertinent information and the most provocative and illuminating opinion; he 
quotes generously and paraphrases on the whole quite faithfully. The Novels 
Ii of Henry James will prove to be a very useful volume. ~ The Ordeal of Consciousness in Henry James professes modestly to be "a 
~ collection of purely elucidatory studies of a selected number of James's works, 
1.," 
connected by the theme of 'being and seeing '-the exploration and definition 
of consciousness in James's particular meaning of the term" (ix). Mrs. Krook 
devotes a chapter each to The Portrait of a Lady, The Tragic Muse, The Turn ! of the Screw, The Awkward Age, The Sacred Fount, and The Wings of the i Dove; two chapters to The Golden Bowl; and a concluding chapter to (prin-
I cipally) the late stories in The Better Sort and The Finer Grain; and adds three 
appendices-on two problems in Portrait, on the critical treatment of Screw, and 
:
'I!" on James's late style. Yet Mrs. Krook's book is much less selective and gives 
much broader coverage than this description implies: it makes many references 
to works other than those named above, and it is a highly unified study-for 
'I' Mrs. Krook is fully cognizant of the truth of T. S. Eliot's opinion (which she 
quotes, p. 1) that" the books of Henry James form a complete whole. One 
must read all of them, for one must grasp, if anything, both the unity and the ~ progression. The gradual development, and the fundamental identity of spirit, l: are both important, and their lesson is one lesson." 
lIT Mrs. Krook treats fully the important theme of consciousness in James-a 
11 
I 
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theme which has been increasingly a subject of interest recently to critics of 
James. In her examination of this principal theme Mrs. I(rook not only provides 
perceptive and persuasive readings of the novels mentioned, she also clarifies 
wonderfully our understanding of several other important aspects of James-
his famous ambiguity, the international theme, the place of sexual love in his 
fiction, the religious dimension of his work, etc. The ordeal of consciousness 
is that of "seeing" reality, of learning to recognize the truth about life generally 
and about ourselves in particular (the reality that is often hidden beneath the 
appearances of life); the attendant danger is, of course, that of deception, and 
especially of self-deception. Mrs. Krook writes: "We are expected to see that 
our liability to this fundamental kind of self-deception is not, in the first instance, 
a moral phenomenon but a metaphysical and epistemological phenomenon. For 
it consists, at bottom, in a false or distorted view of reality, which is a meta~ 
physical disaster, and in not knowing what we know, which is an epistemological 
disaster; and it is because it is, in the first instance, metaphysical and ,epistemo~ 
logical that it is, derivatively, moral: the moral infirmity is grounded in the meta~ 
physical and epistemological incapacity" (134). And to approach James's fiction 
in this way, Mrs. Krook amply demonstrates, is to discover a bright avenue of 
entrance into a fuller understanding of his work. 
Mrs. Krook's comments on the famous ambiguity of James are by far the 
best I have seen. In attacking the two "problem" novels, The Turn of the 
Screw and The Sacred Fount, her technique is to refuse to attempt a resolution 
of the ambiguity and to insist, rather, that the reader's business is to "recognise 
the co-existence of the two meanings as equally self-complete and self-consistent, 
and then to explain it-to explain this very co-existence of the two meanings 
which defines the ambiguity" (389). This insistence sharpens for the reader the 
sense of the ordeal which faces both the Governess (in Screw) and the narrator I 
(in Fount): the ambiguity makes for the ordeal, which, Mrs. Krook convincingly 
argues, is what the stories are about. In the same way Mrs. Krook is able to 
illuminate the International Theme by demonstrating, more satisfactorily than 
I have seen it done before, that the international stories do not simply juxtapose 
the "good" innocent American to the "evil" cultivated European, but at the 
same time expose the "evil" of the American innocent ignorance and lack of 
taste as well as the "good" of the European cultured knowledge and good 
taste. The hero's ordeal is, then, not to attempt to choose, but to "recognise 
tIus interdependence in human life of the good and the evil" (320). And the 
brilliant chapters on The Golden Bowl present a reading of the novel, accordingly, 
that at last accounts adequately for the annoying "evil" of the Ververs-as 
collectors, as selfish, as naive Americans-as well as for the perplexing "good II 
of the Prince and Charlotte Stant, and that also expresses with a new clarity 
Maggie's triumph: the redeeming power of her love, the salvation of Amerigo 
and indeed of Charlotte. The International Theme, Mrs. Krook well says, is 
"one of James's principal 'objective correlatives' for his experience of the 
condition of modem man" (198). 
What is perhaps most satisfactory in The Ordeal is the light Mrs. Krook sheds 
on the religious dimension of James's work. I would hope that she has laid to 
rest for good and all the vexed question of whether James was a religious writer. 
Her argument is that James is a religious Humanist, one who believes in trafl-
--
I 
I 
I 
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scendent values and in the Christian virtues of faith, hope and charity, yet 
rejects any supernatural sanction for these-i. e. all that the historic Church affirms 
I as central to its teaching. Mrs. Krook shows us with the utmost clarity that 
the Jamesian hero is typically involved in the conflict between these transcendent 
values and the values of "the worldly world," and that the great achievement 
of Bowl is its successful reconciliation of these conflicting values: Maggie's 
triumph is the triumph of the transcendent values but is worked out in terms of 
the vaIues of the worldly world. The Golden Bowl is a most effective expression 
of the redeeming power of love; and it presents us, not with the victory of the 
moral view of life over the aesthetic, but with the reconciliation of the two. 
A perusal of Mts. Krook's Ordeal of Consciousness will enrich immensely our 
understanding and appreciation of James's work. Her reading of the novels is 
most persuasive and her explanation of the thematic concerns of James's fiction 
most illuminating. My reservations are minor, and my points of disagreement 
(e. g. concerning her interpretation of the ending of Portrait-I prefer Dorothy 
Vao Ghent's) relatively vety few. It is an admirable book. 
Mr. Cargill's The Novels will prove to be a very useful aid to the student of 
Henty James, and Mts. Krook's Ordeal an indispensable one. 
r 
LYALL H. POWERS 
University of Michigan 
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I E. M. Forster: The Perils of Humanism by Frederick C. Crews. Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1962. Pp. 187. $4.00. 
Frederick C. Crews's E. M. Forster: The Perils of Humanism is an admirable 
book. Though there are at least several serious gaps in Mr. Crews's analysis, 
his treatment of Forster's novels and of FOIster's ways of thought is generally 
lucid and skillfoL Mt. Crews's literaty xtyle is rarely ponderous (despite his 
apology in the Preface); like Forster's-to use Mr. Crews's expression-his own 
sentences U hit their mark with minute precision." This is a rare virtue in the 
literary criticism of these days. 
1 
The tide of Mt. Crews's book is an intriguing one; and calmly, clearly, he 
" leads us through the world of FOIster-from the writer's Clapham antecedents, 
I through the creation of the novels, and, finally, to a concluding chapter on the 
'I importance of reason. The perils of Forster's brand of humanism derive, according 
to Mr. Crews, from the "most important element in Forster's sensibility-the 
one that plainly distinguishes him from most other liberals and hnmanists . . . 
his overriding eclecticism." This eclecticism has made for a somewhat weak d grasp on reality, for a restrictive effect on the development of his characters, 
1'~ and for a lack of spontaneity; it has not spared him "from a certain shallowness that is inherent in his liberalism." Mr. Crews compares Forster to Joyce and Lawrence in the concluding pages of his book and finds him, generally because 
of his eclecticism, weak where the latter are strong. All these defects in Forster i( are, possibly, to some extent just, and Mr. Crews does not apologize for Forster; l he recognizes that in Forster we are dealing with a writer whose characteristics 
i 
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are different from those of his great contemporaries. One could wish that' Mr. 
Crews had explored the comparison between Joyce, Lawrence, and Forster more 
thoroughly (and also between Forster and Henry James, whom he mentions 
briefly in this connection); but since such an extended comparison was not 
within the purview of his subject, he was possibly wise in not doing so. 
Mr. Crews is on very good ground when he chooses A Passage to India as 
"incomparably superior to the rest of Forster's fiction." ,He thus differs with 
the influential judgment of Lionel Trilling. Though I do not agree that the 
Indian novel is "Forster's sole claim upon posterity," I believe that Mr. Crews's 
chapter on A Passage to India is an important one in Forster criticism; it is so 
partly because he fairly effectively routs those critics who have been deluging 
us for too long a time with their erroneous notions of the Hinduism of Forster's 
thinking. Mr. Crews rightly questions whether Mrs. Moore has penetrated any-
thing at all as a result of her catastrophic experience in the Marabar Caves. 
What she has had is not a mystic vision into the nature of the universe that 
corroborates the Hindu metaphysics; she has had, rather, "an antivision, a 
realization that to see through the world of superficial appearances is to be left 
with nothing at all." Mr. Crews, though on correct ground, could have made 
his case better if he had studied closely the role of Professor Godbole in the 
novel and especially the subtle relationship between Godbole, Aziz, Fielding, 
and Mrs. Moore. Godbole is mentioned in only a few brief sentences; this is 
certainly a defect in an otherwise excellent chapter. 
There are several other gaps in the book that are, perhaps, even more serious. 
The book is a study of Forster's humanism, yet we look in vain for an extended 
analysis of the mainsprings of his humanism in the work of Erasmus and Mon-
taigne, despite the fact that Forster has explicitly stated that his lawgivers are 
these Renaissance humanists (quoted by Mr. Crews in hiS! second chapter). And 
although Mr. Crews mentions that a Hardy-like sense o( tragedy broods over 
The Longest Journey, this is not adequately explained and the relationship of 
Thomas Hardy to Forster's work is ignored; instead Mr. Crews, like almost 
everyone else who has written on Forster, delves into the importance of George 
Meredith to Forster, despite the fact also that Forster says in Aspects of the 
Novel that next to Hardy Meredith is hardly worth mentioning. Mr. Crews 
does point out that Forster did move away from the Meredithian comic formula 
after his first two novels; he also indicates at the end of his chapter on "The 
Comic Spirit" that if Forster remains comic in his later novels it is " in somewhat 
the same way that Chaucer is comic at the end of Troilus and Criseyde, where 
human tragedy is seen from the belittling perspective of divine indifference to 
our imperfect and undignified lives." If Mr. Crews had been intrigued enough 
to see the close connection in thought between Forster and Hardy, we might 
have had a valuable chapter on this neglected aspect of Forster's art. It is a 
pity that he did not realize more deeply that Forster has partaken of the tragic 
vision of life as well as of the comic vision. 
One could question, also, a few other viewpoints, one in particular. Mr. Crews 
points out that the Catholic Church is disparaged in The Longest Journey; 
it is, therefore, not a valid symbol in the novel. Salisbury Cathedral, on the 
other hand, is a valid symbol. Mr. Crews's explanation is very short, confusing, 
and inadequate. As he points out in his chapter on religion, Forster has not a 
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very high opinion of Christianity. If it is so that Forster has disparaged one 
I branch of Christianity and has praised another branch, the reader would like 
: to know why, or at least would like to know Mr. Crews' reason for thinking 
. so. I am not satisfied at all with Mr. Crews' brief remarks on this aspect of 
. The Longest Journey. 
In the final analysis a book must be judged not by what it has omitted but by 
what it has included. It is easy enough to be second-guessers, to make judgments 
after the event. Mr. Crews has included much; what he has accomplished has 
been done with generally sound scholarship, with a thoughtful and usually 
objective appreciation of Forster, and, above all, with almost constant clarity. 
DAVID SHUSTERMAN 
Indiana University 
